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Abstract : Basically, consumers are sensitive to many stimuli when applying a cream: brand, packaging and indeed
formulation compositions. Many studies demonstrated the influence of some stimuli such as brand, packaging, formula color
and odor (e.g. in make-up applications). Those parameters influence perceived quality of the product. The objective of this work
is to further investigate the relationship between nude skincare basic compositions with different textures and consumer
experience. A tentative final step will be to connect the consumer feelings with key ingredients in the compositions. A new
approach was developed to better understand touch-related subjective experience in consumers based on a combination of
methods: sensory analysis with ten experts, preference mapping on one hundred female consumers and emotional assessments
on thirty consumers (verbal and non-verbal through prosody and gesture monitoring). Finally, a methodology based on
‘sensorial trip’ (after olfactory, haptic and musical stimuli) has been experimented on the most interesting textures with 10
consumers. The results showed more or less impact depending on compositions and also on key ingredients. Three types of
formulation particularly attracted the consumer: an aqueous gel, an oil-in-water emulsion, and a patented gel-in-oil formulation
type. Regarding these three formulas, the preferences were both revealed through sensory and emotion tests. One was
recognized as the most innovative in consumer sensory test whereas the two other formulas were discriminated in emotions
evaluation. The positive emotions were highlighted especially in prosody criteria. The non-verbal analysis, which corresponds
to the physical parameters of the voice, showed high pitch and amplitude values; linked to positive emotions. Verbatim, verbal
content of responses (i.e., ideas, concepts, mental images), confirmed the first conclusion. On the formulas selected for their
positive emotions generation, the ‘sensorial trip’ provided complementary information to characterize each emotional profile.
In the second step, dedicated to better understand ingredients power, two types of ingredients demonstrated an obvious input
on consumer preference: rheology modifiers and emollients. As a conclusion, nude cosmetic compositions with well-chosen
textures and ingredients can positively stimulate consumer emotions contributing to capture their preference. For a complete
achievement of the study, a global approach (Asia, America territories...) should be developed.
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